STCHASTLEEV TOT

SCHASTLEEV TOT, KTO LOOBEET VSYO ZHEEVOE
Blessed are we, who love all living creatures,

ZHEEZNEE VSEY TREE PESH EEYEE POTOK
In our hearts creation we hold dear

DLA KOHO VPREE RODE VSYO RODNOE
For whom all of nature is our teacher,

CHEE LOVEK EE PTEECA EE TSVETOK
People, birds and flowers held so near.

SCHASTLEEV TOT, KTO DLA CHEER VYA EE RO ZEE
Blessed are we for whom the worm and roses,

RAB HOOYOO HRA NEET VCE BE LOOBOV
Equally with love our hearts are filled

KTO NEECHEE NEE VEEZBAL VMEERE SLOZEE
Those who’ve never been the cause of tears shed,

EE NEECHYOO NEE PROLEE VMEERE KROVI
And who have not caused blood to be spilled.

VSTAVAYTYA SEELEY VOAYEE

VSTA VAY TYA  SEE LEY NO VA YEEA
Rise new spirit forces

PA RA, DAV NO  PA RA
The time has come; has come

VSTOO PAYTYA VPOOT  XOTO VA YEEF
Fly forth Courageous eagles

DLYA MEERA EE DOBRA(REPEAT LAST 2 VERSES)
For truth; for earth; for life

ZARA OOOZH ZA NEE MAYEET SYA
Rise up new Spirit forces

BOT SOL HOOSHKA ZAYDYOT
Thy light is bright; Its bright

SVABODA OOLEE BAYEETSYA
Take flight on wings of mercy

VEESNA VEESNA EEDYOT (REPEAT LAST 2 VERSES)
Fly high; Fly on; Fly high

VSTA VAY TA ZHE XOT OV AYEE

ZA BEEV SHEE CHAS NEEV Z HOD

MEE DVEE NEEM SEE LEE NO VA EE

POY DOM PEE ROT PEE ROT(REPEAT LAST 2 VERSES)
O lord my God, when I in awesome wonder

Consider all the worlds Thy hands have made;

I see the stars, I hear the rolling thunder,

Thy pow’r throughout the universe displayed.

CHORUS: (sing 2x)
Then sings my soul, my Saviour God to Thee;

How great Thou art, how great Thou art.

When through the woods and forest glades I wander

And hear the birds sing sweetly in the trees;

When I look down from lofty mountain grandeur,

And hear the brook and feel the gentle breeze.